Hire to grow

Learn how Bozzuto Landscape revamped its employee interviewing process to identify and hire the best candidates
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Hiring quality people fuels a company’s growth. Nobody knows this better than Tom Davis, president of Bozzuto Landscaping Company, Laurel, MD. He was afraid his company’s interviewing process had become ineffective and inefficient, and would soon slow the good growth his company had seen.

The problem: inefficient interviewing process

“We probably had 10 different people doing interviews, depending on which department was hiring, so we had 10 different styles of interviewing going on,” Davis explains. “The interviews were taking too long, and too many interviewees were being bounced around too too many managers for second opinions.”

Davis’s biggest fear about the jumbled system was that it would eventually impede growth by allowing bad people to be hired and good people to slip through the cracks.

“Bringing the right people into a company is so key,” Davis says. “You can only hire from your gut for so long; you can only get lucky so many times.”

The solution: set up a system

Following the advice of some colleagues, Davis hired two professors from the University of Maryland, specialists in interviewing strategies, to help him create a reliable interviewing system. He spent five hours familiarizing the professors with his company. They, in turn, spent seven hours teaching the interviewers a new process. They suggested, and the company implemented, five changes:

A new phone questionnaire. Questions were developed to be asked over the phone to extract as much information about candidates as possible prior to them coming in. This would save time for the managers because it would limit the number of people coming in for interviews.

An on-site questionnaire. Questions were developed with the goal of getting interviewees to talk and think aloud during an on-site interview. This interview would have a start and stop time.

An on-site job fair questionnaire. “At job fairs, you have 15 minutes to meet with a candidate,” Davis says. “We shrunk the questionnaire down to cater more to college students and identify things like eye contact, dress, speech, communication, etc.”

Two-person sit-in and time limit. Two managers would sit in on each interview, and the time limit for each interview would be 45 minutes. “If you ask the right questions and they can’t figure them out in 30 to 45 minutes, there’s a problem,” Davis says.

This revamping of Bozzuto’s interviewing process occurred last May, so with a year gone by, Davis can now say it was well worth the $1,500 it cost him.

“It’s improved our interviewing process and loosened up our managers who were wasting time with bad candidates,” Davis says. “It was a great investment because it will last us for years.”

Davis says he initially had the interviewing process change directed at candidates for supervisor positions and higher, but now they use the process for crewmen as well.

“With the right people, it’s easier to manage. We have people who are now managers who started as laborers, and that’s a huge success story for our company,” Davis says.

“If you want to grow, hiring right is the first step. I don’t think it’s ever too late to start.” LM